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Presentation Notes
Let’s imagine that you’ve got a map or chart whose elevation surface looks like this. The sea-land interface is very flat.
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Now, imagine that your map, instead of looking flat, look like this.Maybe you have a vertical datum problem
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Or even worse, maybe your map looks like this?Now you know for sure that you have a vertical datum problem.



What is a vertical datum?

• Reference surface of zero elevation for heights at various 
points

• Ellipsoid

• Geoid

• Tidal
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So what’s a vertical datum?Essentially, it’s a surface of zero elevation, to which heights of various points are referred.The main types are: Ellipsoid datum: An ellipsoidal datum tries to match the earth surface as well as possible with a simple ellipsoid. Why ellipsoids and not simply a sphere? Well, the earth is flattened at the poles, so an ellipsoid matches the earth shape better than a sphere. Still, because earth surface is not smooth, ellipsoids can vary greatly from the actual shape of earth. So if your GPS measure your ellipsoidal height, or your height relative to the ellipsoid, if you get a reading of 120 meters, although close, it does not necessarily mean that you are 120 meters above sea level, but rather that your position is 120 meters away from the ellipsoid being used to approximate the what sea level is.Geoid Datum: In some cases, it is more desirable or convenient to have a zero reference surface that matches the physical world more closely. For this, we use Geoid based datum, which are essentially surfaces of equal gravity field.Another type of datum is a Tidal Datum. These datums are generally very localized, and they approximate the sea surface at various stage of the tide cycles. 



Why do we need several datums?

• Better local approximation of the real world

• Improved accuracy of remote sensing

• Changing world

• Special purposes
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So you may ask… why do we need different vertical datum in the first place?There are many reasons why there are many vertical datum aroundIt could be to better match the datum with the real world. For example, the ellipsoid that best approximates the real world varies from place to place.Another reason is that with technology making progresses, we are able to estimate more and more precisely the actual shape of earth. So over time, the approximation models that we use are refined, and new versions of vertical datum are developed.There is also another reason for vertical datum updates: The Earth is a living thing, and vertical datums need to be updated to reflect actual changes due to tectonic plate motion.Yet another reason for multiple datum are for specific purposes. An example for Tidal Datum, we might be more interested in safety rather than precision. When shoal bias is necessary, we might want to use a datum such as Lowest Astronomical Tide, or Mean Lower Low Water.
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Real world impact: Vertical datum issues during 
Hurricane Katrina (2005) 
• Levee system failure in New Orleans

- 1833 deaths
- US$81 billion

• Report:

“Investigation of the Performance of the 
New Orleans Flood Protection Systems”

- “Vertical Datum” mentioned 75 times*

- Levee System: Wrong datums were selected 
for the contract drawings. Some walls were 
constructed almost 2 feet lower than 
intended*

*NOAA - National Geodetic Survey:

“Training Required for Proper Use of Vertical Datums”
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Here is a real world example of how vertical datum issues are sometimes critical. There were many reasons for the flooding of New Orleans, so vertical datums are not the whole story, but according to an Independent scientific report, it played a role.If we look at the different hurricanes that have hit New Orleans, Many of them have the water level exceed MSL + 4 feet“Investigation of the Performance of the New Orleans Flood Protection Systems”



Current tools: 

• Handful of commercial tools
• Limited, ad-hoc solutions
• In North America: NOAA’s VDATUM

- Great tool, free, but has some limitations

• Typical workflow:

• Limitations: Data manipulations, data duplication, manual process, slow, 
limited extent
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Follow slideThen:How can we improve that?



How to improve on it?
Wish list:

• Convenient
• Fast
• No data duplication
• No need to reformat data
• Cloud-based
• …

• Proof of concept using Mosaic Datasets
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Possible paths forward

• Easily extendable (local knowledge)

• Automated (metadata-driven)

• Crowd-sourced separation model data store
- Cloud-based
- Authoritative
- Multi-resolution
- Free



Closing thought

Always document vertical datum information in metadata
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